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"Well, it's my treat."  What does the speaker mean?

I'm paying. It's my problem. I'm afraid of it. It's my pleasure.

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word describes a movie that isn't interesting?

violent boring weird hilarious

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Fracas in caracas!....once is enough. It wasn't the best thing I've ever seen, anyway." What is the

speaker talking about when s/he says "Fracas in caracas"?

a romantic movie a musical film

a trailer a noisy fight

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

This part of the car is on its side. It allows drivers to see what is happening behind them. What is

it?

windshield taillight rearview mirror side-view mirror

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You know, I love driving with wind blowing through my hair. What type of car is suitable for me?

Convertible SUV Compact car Sport car

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How could you pamper yourself at a spa?

By talking to my friends By reading newspapers

By watching television By getting a massage or a facial

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"I'm at my wits' end". What does the speaker mean?

I'm a succesful person. I don't know what else to do.

I spend a lot of time to improve myself. I'm sick and tired of my job.

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"I've heard that liposuction is the answer to overweight person's dreams. What's up with that?"

Question: When the speaker says "What's up with that?" S/he means.................................... .

Can you explain that?

What's new?

Why are more and more people turning to this surgery?

Does it cost a lot of money?

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which food is chewy?

pickles pretzels caramel crackers

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which color can be an alternative for "fuchsia"?

hot pink deep red emerald green light purple

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What do you feel like doing?

Well, I don't know. I'm kind of down in the drumps. Maybe a nice dinner will cheer me up.

I guess I'm just feeling a little out of sorts since I got back from vacation.

So, I think I have a terrible cold.

I really feel excited when I go shopping.

11-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Are you a person who enjoys the limelight?

Oh, yes. I really like to be a rebel.

Oh, yes. I really like to criticize myself.

Oh, yes. I really like to make people laugh.

Oh, yes. I really like to be the center of attention.

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which materials are considered valuable?

silver and glass gold and clay gold and silver wood and stone

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"I'd have to be nuts to ask them."  What does the speaker mean?

It is ridiculous. I admire them.

I'd have to be crazy. I'm kidding.

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one is the most common way of acknowledging thanks?

No problem. You're welcome.

Don't mention it. Not at all.

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Are you an introvert person?

Actually, yes. I seek excitement.

Actually, yes. I enjoy being in a group.

Actually, yes. I sometimes talk without thinking.

Actually, yes. I avoid interacting unnecessarily.

16-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A: What have you been up to?

B: Not much.

Question: What does the first speaker mean?

What happened in your life? Where did you go yesterday?

What's your idea about it? What have you been doing?

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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A: I ask the question. Ready to begin?

B: You bet!

Question: When the speaker says "you bet", s/he ............................ .

says "yes" enthusiastically says "you will win"

shows her or his disagreement says "wait a minute"

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: I'm really in the mood for a good classic movie. And on a big screen!

B: Much better than on the tube.

Tube is a common slang for...................... .

cinema concert theater TV.

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Actually, I'd rather see something else... . Hey! They are showing Dracula!

B: Deal!

Question: What does the second speaker mean?

It's very interesting. No. Not now.

Ok. I agree. It's scary.

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Did you see The Violinist when it was in the theaters?

B: Yes, I did. That's a movie I'll always remember.

Question: Which adjective best represents their opinion about the movie?

It is romantic. It is weird.

It is unforgettable. It is funny.

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Hi. I'm checking in. The name's Mason. My wife and son are joining to me tonight. So I need a

king-size bed and a ...............please.

B :Ok. We have a single room available with a king-size bed. I'll have the bellman bring up that for

you.

double bed full-size rollaway twin

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What is the most important factor for you in choosing a hotel?

B: Actually, concierge is very important for me.

Question: What's important for the second speaker?

Suites with sofa, microwave, mini-fridge and lots of closet space.

A person in a hotel whose job includes advising guests about sightseeing, tours, etc.

A person who parks your car at a hotel or restaurant.

Rooms with remote controls for lighting, music, TV and air-conditioning.

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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A: Hi. I just got back from a meeting and my room is a mess. No one made the bed and there are

towels all over the floor in the bathroom.

B: I'm so sorry, ma'am. I'll send someone up right away.

Question: The hotel service that the first speaker needs is........................ .

making up the room room service

laundry service waiter's room

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: How much did it cost?

B: An arm and a leg.

Question: What does the second speaker mean?

It was very cheap. It was very expensive.

It was free of charge. I will buy it at all cost.

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A : I need to pick up a few things on the way back to the hotel. Feel like stopping at a cosmetic

store?

B: I'd like too, but I think I'll pass.

Question: When the speaker says "I think I'll pass", he means................................... .

he thinks it's not suitable for him he should save his money

he doesn't want to go he is too busy to go there

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A : What category of foods do you eat most?

B: Well, legumes.

Question: What does the second speaker eat most?

sea food poltry fruits beans and peas

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: You do look a little blue. Something wrong?

B: Nothing I can put my finger on.

Question: What does the second speaker mean?

It is not an important issue. I can't solve my problem.

It's not an interesting issue. Nothing I can identify.

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: You look down. What's up?

B: Oh, nothing serious. I'm just tired of the same old grind.

Question: "The same old grind" is a(n) ....................expression that refers to......................... .

formal/a depressing day

informal/depressing, boring work or routine

formal/a sad occasion

informal/a disgusting scene

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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A: I guess I'm not into really bright colors. I prefer the picasso.

B: To each his own.

Question: "To each his own" means.......................... .

every one has his or her own opinion you should change your interests

I agree with you it makes no difference

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Sorry about that.

B: It's ok. They're awesom.

Question: What does the second speaker mean?

They are fashionable. They are not important.

They are weak. They are great.

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Did you remember to save your information?

B: Yikes! I always forget! Thanks.

Question: "Yikes!" is an informal exclamation that............................ .

shows surprise or slight fear.

indicates that someone has made a mistake.

is used to show a regret.

is an abbreviation for "yes"

32-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A...................is an informal term for a person who really wants to succeed.

daredevil scaredy-cat go-getter fence-sitter

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What a nice hotel! Could you ......................a newspaper please.

bring over take over put up give in

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Why might someone need to ...............a car in one city and gets it back to another city?

pick on pick up get over get on

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A(n).........................is a person who is outgoing and confident and likes to be around other

people.

introvert conservative rebel extrovert

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

...........................is another word for the environment in discussing personality.

Genetics Nurture Nature Feeling

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"To look quickly through the information on the internet for something that interests you" is a

definition of.........................  .

log on emoticons download surf the net

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: Can you ..............me a hand?

B: Sure. What's up?

shake put take give

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ted is sick and tired of writing so many long reports and ..................exams every few weeks! He's

angry.................spend so much time in front of a computer.

of taking/about having to about taking/for having to

taking/with having to in taking/about having to

40-

1. 2.

3. 4.

If it can be lost on the streets of Tokyo, it can be found in the city's cavernous lost-and-found

centre. Cavernous should mean..................... .

noisy enormous dirty clean

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Typical of a country obsessed with order and detail, every item is scrupulously labled with time

and place of recovery. The underlined word should mean.............................. .

likely honestly carelessly very carefully

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"I kind of like it." Kind of means..................... .

somewhat never really guess

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which sentence is grammatically correct?

Susan can't stand doing the dishes after dinner.

Michael loves play the guitar.

Marianna hates to study for exams.

Joseph would like ridding his bike.

44-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which sentence is grammatically correct?

I shop online for computer products. It's much easy than going to a computer store.

This is the romantic movie I've ever seen.

Of all the printers in the store, the R100 is definitely the quitest.

The traffic on my way to work was very slow. Luckily, the traffic on my way home was not nearly as

badly.

45-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Which sentence is grammatically correct?

If you will buy some ice cream, I will help you eat it.

If I ask my parents for permission, they will say no.

If I will travel far, I always fly.

Do you travel to England if your boss needs you there next month?

46-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which sentence describes an unreal condition?

If we eat in a restaurant, I'll pay the bill.

If you get a haircut, you can charge it to your room.

If they sent me the wrong coat, I would return it.

If they find valuable things on the street, they always try to find the owner.

47-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which sentence has rising intonation?

I'd like to meet Audrey. How much do I owe?

How have you been? Have you been here long?

48-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which sentence has falling intonation?

Can you fix it? Anything else?

What time can I pick it up? Can you drop the car off?

49-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which word is used informally to add emphasis in the following sentence?

"I spend way too much time on a computer."

too much too much way

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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